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Literacy – Reading
Learning intention – I can choose
texts to read which interest me.
Having spoken with most of you
and your parents the week before
last week I know that some of you
were running out of books so I
have signed us all up for Epic
books. This week I would like you
to continue with AR. and read for
at least 15-20 mins a day and test
when you have finished a book. If
you have no access to any other
books you can go into your
account on
https://www.getepic.com/students
This is a digital library. You will
find you have all been registered
under the class code – wke5658.
Your name will be your first name
and my surname – Mason. You will
need to select your name and you
will be able to browse comics,
audiobooks and digital books. If
you enjoyed our Black Lives
matter topic and you like civil
rights there is a book there about
Ruth Bader Ginsberg which looks
interesting. If you want to pick
one check it has an AR test
before you start reading! There
are fiction and non-fiction books
and it is available between 7-4pm
as much as you want. This can be

Literacy – Writing / Grammar
1. Spelling
Learning intention Z, Giraffes, Tigers, Elephants and Crocs. – I
can spell commonly misspelled words in the English Language.
Lions – I can recognise and use a spelling pattern.
Do SACAWAC three times and then write a sentence including
each one.
Z, Giraffes, Tigers, Elephants and Crocs – Your words are words
that are commonly spelled incorrectly in the English Language:
congratulations, comfortably, compel, controlled, continuous,
courageous, criticism, curiosity.
Lions – the ph makes the f sound – your words are – alphabet,
dolphin, trophy, phone, graph, sphere, nephew, and microphone.
2. Writing
Have a look at the video from me on Google Classroom before
doing this task.
Learning Intention – I can write a newspaper report
As you are aware Joe Biden became the oldest president of the
USA and Kamala Harris the first woman of colour to take Office
on 20th January. Your job this week is to write a newspaper
article about the inauguration that took place in Washington DC
when Joe Biden and Kamala Harris were sworn in. These two clips
will help you US Inauguration: Joe Biden becomes the 46th

president of the United States - CBBC Newsround and
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ea6shLr2H_o
The young black girl is a poet called Amanda Gorman if you did
not recognise her.
Use the template on Google Classroom or do this in your jotter.
You must have :
A headline
A quote
A caption, a picture (you may be able to cut and stick but miss it
out if this causes problems)

Numeracy
1. Triangles – last week we were substituting
numbers in a formulae. This week our learning
intention is to solving equations using the ‘cover
up’ method. This is where the unknown quantity in
an equation is covered up allowing us to work out
what value it is. You should check the solution by
putting your answer back in to check it is correct.
Read page 177 and complete exercise 20A on page
178 and 179 Do not go onto 20B yet but let me
know by sending me a message privately with
other returned work on Google Classroom letting
me know how you are getting on!
Rectangles and Squares – learning intention – This
week we are again looking at percentages and are
going to find a percentage of an amount. You will
be able to do this straight onto the sheet on
Google classroom if you would like but you can see
the sheet at the end of the grid. Remember




50% = 0.5 = ½ you can divide by 2
25% = 0.25 = ¼ divide by 4 75% = 0.75 = ¾
divide by 4 then multiply by 3
10% = 0.1 = 1⁄10 divide by 10 moving the numbers by one
place



1% = 0.01 = 1⁄100 divide by 100 by moving the numbers
two places



2% divide by 100 and then multiply by 2, 3% divide by 100 to find
1% and then multiply by 3 to find 3% etc.

Circles – Learning intention - I can recognise
hundreds, tens and ones and can then order them
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used on all devices I believe.
Please let me know if there are
any problems as I am learning
about this too. 😀
2. Learning Intention – I can show
my understanding of what I have
read by answering questions.
Complete the First News Activity
– you can do it directly on Google
Classroom or in you jotter- it
would be nice if I could see it.
Remember I would like full
sentences and for them to start
with a capital letter and finish
with a full stop.
Purple and Blue Teams do the one
titled Gorillas Get Covid 19 and
Green and Read, Write Incers do
Animal Facts sheet. They are on
google Classroom or on this grid.

In your first paragraph you should answer the six questions: who,
where, why, when, what and how. You should tell people what the
article a
In the second you should write in much more detail about what
happened. You could mention the insurrection that happened and
how Donald Trump has been impeached – he left the White House
without showing Joe Biden around and should have been at the
ceremony but chose not to attend. You might also want to include
that Lady Gaga sang the American National Anthem – and
Jennifer Lopez sang This Land is Your Land and America is
Beautiful.- watch here https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zdhNTEc3TyU You might
also say that there were other former US presidents there for
the ceremony. You could also mention that afterwards the actor
Tom Hanks introduced a socially distanced concert where many
big names in the music world played – see here https://edition.cnn.com/videos/politics/2021/01/21/inauguration2021-biden-harris-highlights-mh-orig.cnn/video/playlists/theinauguration-of-joe-biden/ It culminated in a firework display
where Katy Perry sang her track Firework later watch here https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OvOFSv5DC-s You should
end with a rhetorical question (one that does not need answered)
or an opinion but remember not to use I. Biden and Harris
certainly have a tough job ahead of them!

by comparing them. Complete the sheet attached
or do it directly on Google Classroom.
2. All second activities have the same learning
intentions as the first.
Triangles this week you have a bit of practise of
writing variable expressions. You do not need to
sign in as I have had a go.
https://sct.mathgames.com/skill/2.219-writevariable-expressions
Rectangles and Squares – practise your finding a %
of an amount here. with percentage spider https://www.geogebra.org/m/nZtrNqWq
Remember if you can find 10% you can half it to
find 5%
Circles –I would like you to repeat this game this
week to cement our understanding of two digit
numbers.
I can identify digits in a two digit number. Go and
play place value basketball here.
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/learning-tocount/place-value-basketball Have fun!
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Maths
Please visit our virtual classroom
and meet Harvey and Rolo on
Google Classroom for help from
me with this task before
completing. This task is easiest
done on the sheets and put in your
jotter.
1. Learning intention – I can
recognise right angles in 2D
shapes.
Have a look at the shape sheet –
identify and label (if you can) the
shapes then find all the shapes
that have a right angles marking
them as shown on the sheet.
2. Learning intention – I can
recognise and label different
triangles. Triangles come in all
sorts of different ways. Triangles
can be classified by their sides
and by their angles. When
classifying a triangle by its sides
and angles, you should look to see
if any of the sides and angles are
the same. If no sides are the same
length and the angles are
different, then it is a scalene
triangle. If two sides are the same
length and two of the angles are
the same, then it is an isosceles
triangle. If all three sides are the
same length then the angles will all
be the same and it is

HWB
1. PE - Target Game
Learning Intention – I can hit a target using an underarm or
overarm throw.
You will need one A4 sheet of paper and an empty bowl (or
similar).
Scrunch up the A4 sheet of paper into a tight ball.
Set your bowl on a flat surface a short distance from you and see
if you can throw the paper ball into the bowl.
Every time you manage to get 5 in a row you can move the bowl
further away!
Challenge someone else in your house.
2. Learning intention – I am learning strategies to protect my
mental health.
Get yourself outside and take a walk- you might find your bird
whilst doing this. Use your senses; what can you hear, see, smell,
and touch. Make a note of them in your jotter – the world really
is a wonderful place when we take time to appreciate it but
normally we are just far too busy.

French
1. Learning intention – I have understanding of
sports and numbers in French. Have a look here at
a lesson on French sports
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8QXbMPJnnqg
To say I play you use ‘Je joue’.
Write in your jotter a French sentence – I play
football or whatever sport it is you do and draw a
picture of you doing it. Remember you can stop
the video to copy down the French.
2. Continuing our work on numbers. Try out
numbers from 50 -70 in French here
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oIYvC7r05mU
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an equilateral triangle A triangle
can also have one right angle
making it a right angled triangle.
Your job is to identify and label
the triangles on the sheet. Make
sure you pay attention to the
length of sides and the angles
within the shape to do it. Good
luck! 😀

Family Learning
1. This week help mum/dad by
folding up or hanging the clean
washing and putting it away. (You
can only do this if it doesn’t need
ironed!)
2. Find a game that not everyone
knows in your house, it might be
something online or a digital or
board game. See if you can all sit
down and have a bash.

Learning Across the Curriculum
1.Penicuik- Research
Have a look at my video on google Classroom before starting
this task.
Learning Intention - I know about the environmental impact of
land use in my local area
In days gone by Penicuik was famous for its paper production.
Your task is to conduct some research into the history of
Penicuik as a paper town.
Explore the website to find out the answers to the following
questions:
During what dates did Penicuik paper mill run?
What features of the location made it well suited to a paper mill?
What did the paper mill produce?
What two factors affected the environment?
http://www.penicuikpapermaking.org/mills.html
There is a research sheet in our Google classroom to record your
answers or you can record it in your jotter.

Learning Across the Curriculum
Internet Safety
Learning Intention – to research internet safety
advice.
1. The internet is an amazing tool that can be
used for knowledge, games, fun, communication,
etc., but it can also present risks and challenges
for kids. Explore https://www.thinkuknow.co.uk/
and use the website to note down the most helpful
advice for kids on how to stay safe online.
2. Learning Intention –I can demonstrate my
understanding of responsible digital behaviour.
Now choose how to present your information to
others. It might be as a poster, PowerPoint,
leaflet or video. You could put it up on Google
classroom to inform your classmates!
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2.Penicuik- Art
Learning Intention - I can use my observation skills and create an
image including details I have observed
Choose a building in Penicuik- this could be Penicuik House, up at
Sir John Clerk’s Estate, a church, or even your own house ( If I
drew my house you would see it looks like Biff, Chip and Kipper’s
house! 😂).
Start by observing your building either in real life or in a picture.
Observe which objects are above and which are below the horizon
line. What basic shapes can you see within the building? What
special features and details are on the building?
Draw your ground/ horizon line.
Draw your basic building shape using perspective to help you get
the lines going in the right directions. There is a video here to
help you consider the perspective.
Add the features and details you have observed.
You can add background details and colour if you wish.
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